
Capstone Metering has developed the Nova LTE-

M/NB-IoT Endpoint to provide water utilities with

efficient two-way communication. The Nova LTE-

M/NB-IoT Endpoint works on multiple carriers and

transmits data across existing cellular networks

nationwide. This gives the Nova maximum coverage,

even in rural areas at ground level. The endpoint has

theft detection, lid tilt alerts and GPS to help the

utility protect its assets. These alerts can be sent to

the IntelliH2O® WMA (Water Management

Application) or to a mobile device.

NOVA Endpoint

CELLULAR PARTNERS

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Capstone has partnered with AT&T to

maximize coverage across the United States.

The LTE-M/NB-IoT bands are Low Power Wide

Area Network (LPWAN) technology. Which is

perfect for the Nova which mounts through the

meter lid or wall of the meter box.
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OPERATIONAL DETAILS

The Nova endpoint uses the NICOR AMI connector that can be connected to standard encoder water

meters and/or pulse meters. If need be, the Nova endpoint can be shipped with exposed wires to allow

manual connection. The endpoint can be programmed remotely from IntelliH2O® WMA for different

reading levels, alerts, over the air updates and GPS. The endpoint uses a lithium thionyl chloride battery for

long-lasting results in harsh environments and is rated IP68 for full submersion into water. It is also

encapsulated with potting to ensure the electronics are protected from the environment. Additionally, the

endpoint housing is built with UV-resistant plastic casing to provide maximum protection in any

environmental setting.

INSTALLATION STEPS

Nova is easy to set up using the web-

based application on Android, iOS, or

other mobile devices. Simply fill out the

installation form with the address, scan

the device information, plug Nova into

the installed meter and wait for

confirmation from the app. The installer

can take pictures of the install which

will be uploaded into that customer

record to ensure the quality of service.
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TECHNICAL SPECS
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